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souls-is-getting-a-board-game-here-are-5-more-games-that-could-do-it-too/)
Dark Souls is getting an official board game, thanks in part to the licensing of the franchise to Steamforged Games as well as a phenomenal push
in support that saw the project backed in three minutes flat. The game fits a board game scenario quite well: the gameplay is deliberate, varied
and punishing, and with the board game arrangement, many different scenarios can be mapped and played out, giving the board game endless
replayability. With this overwhelming success, I thought I would take the time and tackle another five games that could make the jump from
digital media to good ol’ tabletop fun.

NOTE: Obviously, I will not be discussing games that started as board games and made the jump over to the video game space, so things like
Pandemic and Space Hulk are immediately off the table. With that out of the way, here we go:

FTL: Faster Than Light

 (http://www.gamersftw.co.uk/wp-
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Roguelikes seem like the perfect fit for video games that want to make the jump over the physical format. They are short, punchy, varied and
always entertaining, designed to played over short sessions and are relatively easy to learn. While there have been many roguelikes that entice
the player with continuous progression, like The Binding Of Isaac or Rogue Legacy, they would not translate very well to the physical space
purely because of their continual progression outside of each run of the game. The optimal rogue-like – and quite possibly the easiest transistion
on this list – has to be Sunset Game’s FTL: Faster Than Light.

With Dark Souls being a team effort of warriors getting through vicious trails to slay demons and gain sweet loot, it seems only fitting that FTL:
Faster Than Light takes a team of Federation miscreants piloting a ship with precious data that could secure their side’s victory in the ongoing
war. The board game would be co-operative in nature, with the playing taking on the rules of the game as the cards seek to divide, destroy and
eventually take back the data that these players have stolen. Toss in a board that allows some choice in how the game get played out and you
have an entire evening planned. Just don’t skimp on the difficulty – that’s part of the fun.

The Wolf Among Us
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This seems like a bit of an odd choice for a game to be brought to the physical space: after all, Telltale seem to provide the antithesis of what the
quick play model of board games would suggest. However, with the rise of games such as Mafia, One Night Ultimate Werewolf and Secret Hitler,
there seems to be a market for games that extend their mechanics beyond the game itself; that incorporate human interaction as a key part of
their structure. The game would progress, people would learn about each other and come up with craftier and sneakier tactics on their own.
With such possibilities to discover, why don’t we try an adaptation of Telltale Game’s The Wolf Among Us?

Think about it: one person gets drawn the wolf, two people get drawn associates, everyone gets drawn as either conspirator or bystander. Here
is how the game goes down: the wolf’s goal is to figure out and eliminate all of the conspirators as the game goes on, using his associates as
assistance. The further the game progresses, the harder it becomes for the wolf and his team to discern who is friend and who is foe, and tough
decisions will need to be made in order to apprehend all of the troublemakers and bring them to justice. One could even add elements of Clue in
to allow for the adequate murder-mystery environment to cultivate and allow everyone to be justifiably suspicious of one another: a tactic that
could work for the wolf, as conspirators throw each other under bus for a sole victory, or the conspirators, as they raise hell at everybody else’s
expense.

Mario Party
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Games are designed to bring people together in unity and fun. That is why we play games – we create and foster a community that we can
discuss and cultivate, evolving a shared space of media togetherness. But sometimes, people would like to say “screw that, I just want to school
you so badly you’d need a detention slip son”. Hot-seat, competitive games are the way to go: they are your Tekkens and your Street Fighters,
your TimeSplitters or your Goldeneyes. In the board game world, you have the cut throat past times of Monopoly or UNO. Let’s add to those
friend-ending experiences and add Mario Party into the mix.
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I am astounded that this game has never been considered for a board game release. Think of it as Monopoly meets Cranium: your aim is to
succeed in the tasks and mini-games and collect coins that you can use to either purchase stars, screw over other players, or aid in your
conquest of the game. Of course, these games will range from team exercises to single-player treasure titles to competitive games of dexterity
and intelligence. The important factor is variety: one will have to plan the game very carefully so that, regardless of how the game is played, no
one is safe from the insanity that comes from a rousing Mario party.

Triple Triad (Final Fantasy VIII)
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This is where things gets meta: say that there was a game within the game that was really good – so good, in fact, that it caused you to stop
playing the actual game in order to burn more time in that game. Some of the best RPGs ever made have instances of minigames that simulate
the life of the person that you are playing as to a tee, such as the saloon games of Red Dead Redemption or the board games of Assassin’s
Creed: Black Flag. The best ones, by a country mile, are the card games that allow you to collect cards to play with as you go. Examples include
Caravan from Fallout: New Vegas, Gwent from The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, and my personal favourite, Triple Triad from Final Fantasy VIII.

It is somewhat bending the rules because this has been made into a real world card game before, but the release was so limited and copies so
scarce that it is hardly worth mentioning. Instead, turn the game into a full-blown TCG in a box. Give a selection of cards to the players, construct
your own decks and take turns to play the intense game of Triple Triad, best of nine wins the match. How strategic one wants to make the game
is up to the developers, but it is the game that superseded the game to such an extent that I spent more time in-game playing Triple Triad than I
did plowing through the insane story that Final Fantasy VIII had to offer. It was engrossing and worth making into a physical card game,
particularly if you added expansions like Cards Against Humanity are want to do every so often.

Leisure Suit Larry
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We have one more spot on the list, and I am going to take a wild swing: adult games. Yes, we cringe at them when they are mentioned because
they all have something to do with boobies and lewdness. Honestly, it destroys the seriousness of what video games are supposed to
accomplish, but hey, at least you got titties at the end. Leisure Suit Larry is the kind of game that really should have died years ago, mostly
because that particular style of game and that particular sense of humor is about as ancient as dinosaur poop. But it exists, so why not attempt
to give it a new lease on life? Not in the hands of a video game company, but with us, as a fully fledged card game?

Think of this as a strange game of Apples To Apples, but with a relationship angle. What would you do on the first date? How kinky is too kinky
for you? How far would you go for a handjob? Nothing is off limits, and the power lies in the cards that the players are given: make these cards
insane, like Cards Against Humanity white cards. The humor would be off the wall, dirty, and above all else, decided in quality by the players. By
the end, everybody will have to take a shower, but someone will leave feeling better about themselves because they accomplished something
with their evening. Just like playing Leisure Suit Larry.
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